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John Piper contends along the same lines as Wayne Grudem that NT prophecy was of a different character than OT pro
phecy. I appreciate how Piper acknowledges and concedes why people would have a hang-up over such a declaration.
He also argues that the NT gift of teaching is fallible and a good analogy of how NT prophecy works:
Spirit-Prompted yet No Intrinsic, Divine Authority
Now ask yourself this question: Did Joel and Peter and Luke think that all the men and womenâ€”old and young, menser
vants and maidservantsâ€”would become prophets in the same sense that Moses and Isaiah and Jeremiah were prophe
ts, that is, people who spoke with verbal inspiration and with the very authority of God and who could write infallible Scri
pture? Is the prophesying of Acts 2:17 that sort of prophecy? Or is there a difference?

I believe there is a difference. I donâ€™t think the gift of prophecy today has the authority of the Old Testament prophet
s or the authority of Jesus and the apostles. Or, to put it more positively, this sort of prophecy is prompted and sustained
by the Spirit and yet does not carry intrinsic, divine authority.

One of the reasons that this kind of prophecy is so hard to get a handle on today is that most of us do not have categorie
s in our thinking for a Spirit-prompted statement that doesnâ€™t have intrinsic, divine authority. That sounds like a contr
adiction. We stumble over a kind of speech that is prompted and sustained by the Holy Spirit and yet is fallible. But I am
going to try to show this morning and this evening that this is what the gift of prophecy is in the New Testament and toda
y. It is a Spirit-prompted, Spirit-sustained utterance that does not carry intrinsic, divine authority and may be mixed with
error. Now if that makes the gift of prophecy seem insignificant and unedifying, consider the analogy of the gift of teachi
ng.

The Analogy of the Gift of Teaching
Would you not say that, when the spiritual gift of teaching is being exercised, teaching is prompted and sustained by the
Spirit and is rooted in an infallible, divine revelation, namely, the Bible? The gift of teaching is the Spirit-prompted, Spiritsustained act of explaining biblical truth for the edification of the church. And all of us would say it is tremendously valua
ble in the life of the church. But would any of us say that the speech of a teacher, when he is exercising the gift of teachi
ng, is infallible? No. Would we say it has divine authority? Only in a very secondary sense would we say so. Not in itself,
not intrinsically, but in its source, Bible.

Why is it that a gift that is Spirit-prompted and Spirit-sustained and rooted in an infallible revelation (the Bible) is neverth
eless fallible, mixed with imperfection, and only has secondary, derivative authority? The answer is this: A teacherâ€™s
perception of biblical truth is fallible; his analysis of biblical truth is fallible; his explanation of biblical truth is fallible. Ther
e is no guarantee that the link between an infallible Bible and the church will be an infallible link. The gift of teaching doe
s not guarantee infallible teaching. And yet, even though the gift of teaching is fallible and even though it lacks intrinsic,
divine authority, we know it is of immense value to the church. We are all edified and built up by gifted teachers. God is i
n it. He does use it. It is a spiritual gift.
Now compare this to the gift of prophecy. It is prompted by the Spirit and sustained by the Spirit and based on a revelati
on from God. God reveals something to the mind of the prophet (in some way beyond ordinary sense perception), and si
nce God never makes a mistake, we know that his revelation is true. It has no error in it. But the gift of prophecy does no
t guarantee the infallible transmission of that revelation. The prophet may perceive the revelation imperfectly, he may un
derstand it imperfectly, and he may deliver it imperfectly. Thatâ€™s why Paul says we see in a mirror dimly (1 Corinthia
ns 13:12). The gift of prophecy results in fallible prophecy just like the gift of teaching results in fallible teaching. So I wo
uld ask, â€œIf teaching can be good for the edification of the church, could not prophecy be good for edifying as well, ju
st as Paul says it is (1 Corinthians 14:3, 12, 26)â€”even though both of them are fallible, mixed with human imperfection,
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and in need of testing?

Creating a New Category in Our Thinking
The point of what I have been saying is this: we need to create a category in our thinking for a kind of speech that is Spir
it-prompted, Spirit-sustained, revelation-rooted, and yet in need of testing and sifting. We need another category of prop
het besides the one of true prophet, on the one hand, who spoke with infallible, verbal inspiration (the prophetic biblical a
uthors and Jesus and the apostles), and false prophet, on the other hand, who is condemned in Deuteronomy 13:3; 18:2
0 (cf. Jeremiah 23:16). The teaching that we find in the Bible about prophecy is simply not exhausted by these two categ
ories. We need a third category for the â€œspiritual gift of prophecyâ€•â€”Spirit-prompted, Spirit-sustained, revelation-ro
oted, but mixed with human imperfection and fallibility and therefore in need of sifting.

I say sifting because in 1 Thessalonians 5:19â€“22 that is what happens. It is not the prophet who is being tested as true
or false. It is the prophecies that are being sifted for what is good and bad. â€œDo not quench the Spirit, do not despise
prophecies, but test everything; hold fast to what is good, abstain from every form of evil.â€• This is not an either/or situa
tion where you either have a true, infallible prophet or a false, presumptuous prophet. It is a situation in which some of th
e prophecy is good and some is not.
Paul says that if we despise it because of this imperfection, we quench the Spirit. I hope you want to avoid that with all y
our heart. How shall we do that? There is so much more to say.
Re: NT Prophecy differs from OT Prophecyâ€¦..John Piper, on: 2016/3/4 10:23
John Piper is no friend of Israel. He can blather all he wants, He is no friend
of Abraham's offspring and that puts everything else he pontificates in serious
question.
(No offence to you Jeff)
Re: , on: 2016/3/4 13:16
While I disagree with Piper's eschatological view, I found his explanation of his opinion to be fair, gracious, & honest fro
m his viewpoint.
Since this post has NOTHING to do with Israel &/or eschatological implications, If you're going to only look at ANY subje
ct/teaching from anyone who doesn't hold to all of your eschatology, you'll be ruling a lot of people out.
Again, I disagree with Piper on Israel, but I thought this article on the NT gift or office of prophet/prophecy was very good
.
For the sake of this post, I would be interested in people's opinion of the article, not every doctrine/teaching John Piper h
as ever espoused.
No offense intended, & none taken.
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